Proposal 184

Begin resident sheep hunting 7 days before nonresidents in Region II

Neutral

R IV Proposal 110

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 184

Region II sheep

- August 3 – September 20
  - Residents
- August 10 – September 20
  - Nonresidents
- Drawing seasons adjusted accordingly

Neutral
Region II Hunters and Harvest (1984-2013)
General Season and Draw

- Resident Hunters
- Resident Harvest
- Nonresident Hunters
- Nonresident Harvest

Hunters & Harvest
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Region II Harvest Chronology (2004-2013)

General Season & Draw

- Resident Hunters
- Nonresident Hunters

Sheep Harvest vs. Date of Kill
Proposal 184

Region II sheep

Proposed by: Public

Begin resident sheep hunting 7 days before nonresidents in Region II

Neutral

R IV Proposal 110 failed (TNA)

Advisory Committees in favor: None
Proposal 185  
*Proposed by: Public*

**Region II sheep**

**Begin resident sheep hunting 7 days before nonresidents in Region II**

**Neutral (take no action 184)**

R IV Proposal 118(f), Region III proposal 121(f)  
(proposal 41 2014)

Advisory Committees in favor: None
Proposal 185

Region II sheep

- August 3 – September 20
  - Residents
- August 10 – September 20
  - Nonresidents
- Drawing seasons adjusted accordingly

Neutral

Take no Action based on 184
Proposal 186
*Proposed by: Public*

Region II sheep

Reduce nonresident sheep hunting opportunity in Region II
(Shorter seasons, drawing permits, etc.)

Neutral

R IV Proposal 116(f)

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 186

Proposed by: Public

Region II sheep

Previously discussed later start date

Shorter season (same effect)

Drawing permits (2007 policy)

(Shorter seasons, drawing permits, etc.)

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Region II Nonresident Effort and Harvest
(1984-2013)
Proposal 186
Proposed by: Public

Reduce nonresident sheep hunting opportunity in Region II
(Shorter seasons, drawing permits, etc.)

Neutral
R IV Proposal 116 failed

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 187
Proposed by: Public

Region II sheep

Restrict all nonresident sheep hunting participation to 10% in Region II

Neutral

R IV Proposal 109(f)

Advisory Committees in favor:
Anchorage
Proposal 187
Proposed by: Public
Region II sheep

All permit hunt previously allocated using BOG policy
General season participation less than 10% currently
Proposal 187

Proposed by: Public

Region II sheep

Restrict all nonresident sheep hunting participation to 10% in Region II

Neutral

R IV Proposal 109 failed

Advisory Committees in favor:
Anchorage (15-0)
Proposal 188

Restrict all nonresident sheep harvest to 10% in Region II

Neutral

R IV Proposal 110 (f)

Advisory Committees in favor:
Anchorage(15-0)
Region II Nonresident Effort and Harvest (1984-2013)
Proposal 188

Region II sheep

Proposed by: Public

Restrict all nonresident sheep harvest to 10% in Region II

Neutral

R IV Proposal 110 (failed)

Advisory Committees in favor:
Anchorage(15-0)
Proposal 189

Region II sheep

Proposed by: Public

Limit all nonresident sheep permits to 10% in Region II

“Once in a lifetime opportunity”

Neutral (take no action 187, 188)

R IV Proposal 117(NA)

Advisory Committees in favor:
None

Slide 20
Proposal 190
Proposed by: Public

Region II sheep

Restrict all nonresident sheep harvest to 10% in Region II

Neutral (take no action 188)
R IV Proposal 137

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 191

Proposed by: Public

Remove the restriction for wearing footwear with felt soled waders in Region II

Opposed (statewide regulation)
R I Proposal 33, RIV Proposal 133 (failed)

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 192  
Proposed by: Public

Migratory bird harvest report

Require harvest reporting of migratory birds by species in Region II

Opposed

R I Proposal 34(f), RIV Proposal 132(f)

Advisory Committees in favor: None
Proposal 193
Proposed by: Public

Crossbow certification

Require certification for big game hunters using crossbows in Region II

Opposed (statewide regulation)
R I Proposal 35, R IV Proposal 134 (failed)

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 194

Hunting dogs

Proposed by: Public

Prohibit the use of hunting dogs for taking upland birds after October 31 in Region II

Author requested board to withdraw RC 45 @region IV meeting, PC 112 this meeting

Opposed

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 195

Proposed by: Public

Bear baiting

Remove the requirement to clean up contaminated soil from bear bait stations in Region II

Opposed (statewide regulation)
RI proposal 36(f) R IV proposal 129(f)

Advisory Committees in favor:
Central Peninsula(8-0), Homer(9-0-1), Anchorage(15-0)
Proposal 196
Proposed by: Public

Resident Preference

Allocate 75 percent of all drawing permits to residents
Add 5 days to all “harvest ticket” seasons for residents in Region II

Neutral (allocation)
R I proposal 37(f) R IV proposal 135(f)

Advisory Committees in favor:
None
Proposal 196
Proposed by: Public

Resident Preference

Harvest tickets required for:
Moose (Units 14C, 7, 15)
Dall Sheep (Units 7, 15)
Black Bear (6, 14C, 7, 15)
Deer (6, 8)
Caribou (8)
Proposal 196

Resident Preference

Proposed by: Public

Over 230 drawing permit hunts
Kodiak Brown Bear 66% to residents
Moose antlerless 100% to residents
Dall Sheep BOG policy 2007-173
Remainder  2 Brown Bear, 3 Caribou,
9 Elk, 24 Mt Goat, 19 Moose
Proposal 196

Resident Preference

Proposed by: Public

Allocate 75 percent of all drawing permits to residents

Add 5 days to all “harvest ticket” seasons for residents in Region II

Neutral (allocation)

R I proposal 37(f) R IV proposal 135(f)

Advisory Committees in favor:

None
Proposal 197
Proposed by: Public

Allocate 90 percent of all drawing permits to residents in Region II

Neutral (allocation)
(Take no Action based on 196)
R I proposal 38(f) RIV proposal 136(f)

Advisory Committees in favor:
Anchorage(15-0)